Traditional Trade Books


Ebooks


Sample Landform Information Sheet Grading Rubric

Good research 10 points/ _____

- Analyzed and interpreted data from multiple sources, including media documents (Performance Expectation 4-ESS2-2)
- Planned and carried out an investigation to answer questions, providing evidence to support explanations (Science and Engineering Practice)
- Used digital tools (eBooks) to collect and analyze data (Science and Engineering Practice)

Good use of time 6 points/ _____
(Worked well independently and with others)

Includes 4 questions and complete answers 8 points/ _____

Answers in complete sentences 4 points/ _____

Correct capitalization and punctuation 8 points/ _____

Words spelled correctly 4 points/ _____

Neatness of final copy 10 points/ _____
(You took your time to work carefully, indented lines according to directions, neat writing)

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS 50 points/ YOUR POINTS _____

Project that was completed at home

Type of project_________________________________

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS 40 points/ YOUR POINTS _____

Presentation in class

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS 10 points/ YOUR POINTS _____